MESA COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE

FRAUD ALERT
Various frauds are circling the globe
All information is provided by: www.bobbear.co.uk
What is a money laundering fraud?
Fraudsters send unsolicited emails or place job offers on legitimate Internet recruitment sites or forums
looking to recruit 'Money Transfer Agents' with bank or Paypal accounts. These bogus companies offer
part-time employment as an agent receiving payments in the form of fake checks or stolen money
transfers, sometimes for goods which the company claims to be supplying, and then passing the
payment on to the company via a money transfer company such as Moneygram and/or Western Union
less an 'agent's percentage', (usually in the range 5-10%). These job offers are always illegal and
fraudulent. Any person who agrees to act as an agent, (more correctly a money laundering 'mule'), is
actually receiving stolen or counterfeit funds into their account. The final destination of the transferred
funds will be an organized crime syndicate, generally overseas.

What is a re-shipping fraud?
Another variation of this fraud is to offer part time employment as a 'Re-shipping Agent'. This consists
of accepting parcels to your home address and forwarding them on to criminals. Needless to say these
goods are either stolen or obtained by fraudulent means. This type of fraud is well documented by many
authoritative sources such as Monster.com and the U.S. Postal Inspection Service. Needless to say, this
occupation as a 'Reshipping Donkey' leaves the unsuspecting dupe as the only contactable 'fall guy',
guilty of handling stolen goods.

What is a purchase agent/personal shopper fraud?
This of fraud is becoming increasingly common, this is the 'Purchase Agent' scam. In this scenario the
potential dupe is offered the position, (often well disguised), of working for a company and one of his
first tasks will be to purchase equipment for the company on his credit card, all paid for by funds directly
transferred into his credit card account. There are two aspects to this, firstly the criminals need your
credit card details, "to be able to make payment to you", and they will request you to ship the purchased
items to them. Needless to say, any transferred funds will eventually come back as fraudulent and what
they will do with your credit card details does not need much imagination. A variant of this is the bogus
job of 'Personal Shopper' where you are asked to purchase goods on your credit card for onward
shipment, usually to Russian or other Eastern European addresses. And you never get reimbursed for
those purchases.

What is a re-shipping fraud?
In this scam the potential mark is asked to place job adverts in local newspapers for "$100 an ad". These
‘jobs’ are one of the above fraud jobs that the Eastern European criminals can't place themselves, (or are
not willing to take the risk). No legitimate company would offer a 'Money Transfer Agent' a 'job' to a
home-based private individual - such a job is always illegal and the company offering it is always a
criminally run 'front' company. Similarly, no legitimate company would offer a job as a 'Re-shipping
Agent' or a 'Purchase Agent' or 'Personal Shopper' to an unknown, unverified home based private
individual. Such a 'job' is always a solicitation from a bogus criminal company to fence stolen goods or
to simply defraud.

To report a Fraud in Mesa County, contact:
Mesa County Sheriff’s Office Main Number at (970) 244-3500

